


Chigwell Sattelite ltd, Q-View & NV are independent product designers and manufacturers. 

We have no affi  liation whatsoever with the any exterior brands featured, which include 
XBox, Playstation, Bose, Sonos, Sky, and Virgin, which are trademarks of their respective 

group of companies.

Congratulations on your purchase of one of our products. 

Here at Chigwell Satellite, we want your set up to go as smoothly as it 
can, so we’ve produced this helpful document for information and how-

to guides, right in the box!

Please fi nd your product in this booklet and follow the guide attached, 
and while youre at it, take a look at some of our other products that you 

may want, now you’ve seen our our quality design and manufacture.  

If you have any issues with your product, or need to troubleshoot, our 
friendly team is always happy to help and only a phone call away: 

020 3654 1804

Further help and your product warrenty can be found on our website, 
www.Q-view.co.uk or you can use the QR codes below.

Warrenty Instructions

WELCOME TO THE CHIGWELL SATELLITE QUICK 
START GUIDE AND INFORMATION DOCUMENT



SET UP GUIDE
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For A full set-up guide, or more information, 
please visit https://q-view.co.uk/pages/sky-faq 

or please call us, and we’d be happy to help on 
020 3654 1804

Sky Remote

6. Once confi rmed, press the “standby” 
button on the Sky remote. Your TV 

should enter standby mode. Then, pres 
the “select” button to store

5.To confi rm the pairing, the LED should 
blick twice. If not, please recheck that 
your TV code is correct and begin the 

steps again

4. Find your code from the list below and 
enter the 4-diget number for your make 

of TV that you found earlier.

2. Turn your TV set on and then press 
the “TV” button on your Sky Remote.

1. Find your TV code on The sky website 
and write it down for use later. 

http://www.sky.com/help/program-your-
remote

3. Hold down the “select” button and the 
red button together for 3 seconds until 

the LED blinks twice and then press the 
TV button again.

RED BUTTON

TV Button

SELECT Button

STANDBY Button

SKY Button
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27. Sky Q Wall Bracket for the Latest 2TB model
28. Virgin V6 Wall Mount

29. Virgin 360 mini Clip
30. Virgin V6 Clip

31. Sky HD Setup Guide
33. Sky HD Remote Setup Guide
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Mount your Series S in style, with this quick clip wall mount that’s virtually 
invisible when in use. This high quality ABS wall mount holds your XBox Series S 
out of harms way and keeps things cool with the carefully placed vents to ensure 
your console has the maximum ventilation possible. Choose the Series S and 
Controller bundle to complement the Console Mount with Controller Clips. 

XBox Series S Plastic Wall Mount: 

6. Slide your Series S into the wall mount

www.Q-View.co.uk

5. If you’ve chosen to Series S and controller 
bundle, repeat the previous step with the 
controller brackets

4. Align the brackets mounting holes to the holes 
in the wall before evenly tightening the screws 
until the product is fl ush to the all and the screws 
are snug.

3. Use a power drill holes on your pencil marks 
to the size and depth of the included rawl plugs 
before inserting the rawl plugs into the holes. 
TIP - Mark the depth needed with a piece of electrical tap on 
the drill bit. 

2. Hold the wall mounted bracket fi rmly against 
the wall and use a pencil to mark the screw 
holes. 

1. Remove the product and all fi xings from the
packaging.

5
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Single Feed Mode (IF YOU HAVE ONLY ONE SATELLITE CABLE)

Press services on your remote control followed by 0, 0, 1 then select this will 
bring up a hidden engineers menu you will see below a setting for single feed 
mode you will need to scroll down to single feed mode and turn this setting to 
on, you will prompted to save this setting and follow the on screen instructions 

this will enable only one satellite tuner to operate now so you will need to 
make sure the satellite cable is connected to the one tuner that is active, once 

single feed mode is set you should fi nd the box will operate correctly.

For A full set-up guide, or more information, please visit https://q-view.co.uk/
pages/sky-faq or please call us, and we’d be happy to help on 020 3654 1804 32
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Sky HD box

These boxes are designed to work on one or two satellite feeds however 
the benefi t of having two satellite connected you will be able to record 
one channel and watch another at the same time. If you only have one 
satellite feed, Dont worry, you just have to set your box to single feed 

mode.
For Single Feed mode, Please read the intructions on the next page.

5. Press “sky” on your Sky remote to bring your box out of standby mode. 
If the standby light doesn’t turn green on your box, wait for another minute 
before trying again.

4. Switch on your TV and ensure it’s tuned to the correct input source by 
pressing the source or input button on your TV remote (on most TV remotes, 
this is indicated by a box with an arrow pointing into it).
Ensure your Sky+HD box has been plugged in and switched on at the mains 
for at least three minutes.

2. Plug one end of your HDMI cable into the hdmi socket on the back of your 
Sky+HD box, then plug the other end into an available HDMI port on your TV. 
If you don’t have an HD-ready TV, you can use a SCART cable to connect 
instead. Then plug the end of the power cable into the power port on the back 
of your new Sky+HD box, then plug in at the mains and switch on.

1. Connect your satellite (LNB) cables to the DISH INPUT 1 and DISH INPUT 
2 sockets, then tighten them until they’re fi nger tight. It doesn’t matter which 
cable goes into which port, but be careful not to bend the thin copper wire 
sticking out of these cables.
Please note: If you only have one satellite cable, connect it to DISH INPUT 1. Once you’ve 
completed plugging in your new Sky+HD box, you’ll need to set up single feed mode.

3. If your using an existing Sky card Insert your viewing card with the sky logo 
pointing upwards by opening the fl ap on the right hand side of your Sky+HD 
box.
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Wall Mount Your Xbox Series S! The Q-View XBSS Mount places your Xbox 
Series S elegantly on the wall away from possible accidental damages.Keep 
things cool, with our vent openings, specially designed to maximize airfl ow to 
your XBox. 

XBox Series S Steel Wall Mount:

6. Slide your Xbox  into the wall mounted 
brackets.

www.Q-View.co.uk

5. Align  the wall bracket with the holes and 
insert and twist the supplied screws.  Now 
tighten the screws until the product is fl ush to 
the wall.

4. Push the Wall Plugs into the holes

3. Drill holes to the same depth as the supplied 
Wall Plugs.

2. Carefully align and hold the wall bracket 
against the wall in the position you desire and 
use a pencil to mark the screw holes.

1. Remove the product and all fi xings from the 
packaging. 

6
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The Q-view Xbox series X mount places your console elegantly on the wall 
away from accidents. Our signiture X design puts your console in the limelight, 
with its almost invisible design when in use, and an incorporated X in its design. 
Our design keeps things cool with precision cut vents to ensure the best airfl ow 
possible.

XBox Series X Steel Wall Mount:

6. Slide your Xbox  into the wall mounted 
brackets.
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5. Align  the wall bracket with the holes and 
insert and twist the supplied screws.  Now 
tighten the screws until the product is fl ush to 
the wall.

4. Push the Wall Plugs into the holes

3. Drill holes to the same depth as the supplied 
Wall Plugs.
TIP - Mark the depth needed with a peice of electrical tap on 
the drill bit. 

2. Carefully align and hold the wall bracket 
against the wall in the position you desire and 
use a pencil to mark the screw holes.

1. Remove the product and all fi xings from the 
packaging.  

7
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Mount your Virgin 360 or V6 anywhere with our Virgin 360&V6 wall mount clip. 
Keep things looking elegent and clean, by removing clutter from surfaces. Our 
Clip bracket not only looks cool, but keeps your device cool and away from 
accedental damage. 

Virgin V6 Clip:

www.Q-View.co.uk
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6. Clip your Virgin V6 Box into the wall mounted 
bracket.  

5. Align the wall bracket with the holes and insert 
and twist the supplied screws.  Now tighten the 
screws until the product is fl ush to the wall.

4. Push the Wall Plugs into the holes.

2. Carefully align and hold the wall bracket 
against the wall in the position you desire and 
use a pencil to mark the screw holes.

1. Remove the product and all fi xings from the 
packaging. 

3. Drill holes to the same depth as the supplied 
Wall Plugs.
TIP - Mark the depth needed with a piece of electrical tap on 
the drill bit.
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Wall Mount Your Virgin Mini TV Box! The Q-View V360MB Mount places 
your Virgin 360 Mini Box elegantly on the wall away from possible accidental 
damages. With our unique clipping system, you can mount your Virgin 360 mini 
box in any orentation, even on the bottom of your TV unit. 

Virgin 360 mini Clip:

www.Q-View.co.uk
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6. Clip your Virgin TV 360 Box into the wall 
mounted bracket.  

5. Align the wall bracket with the holes and insert 
and twist the supplied screws. Now tighten the 
screws until the product is fl ush to the wall.

4. Push the Wall Plugs into the holes.

2. Carefully align and hold the wall bracket 
against the wall in the position you desire and 
use a pencil to mark the screw holes.

1. Remove the product and all fi xings from the 
packaging. 

3. Drill holes to the same depth as the supplied 
Wall Plugs.
TIP - Mark the depth needed with a piece of electrical tap on 
the drill bit.

SET UP GUIDE

Keep things safe and cool with our XBox One S wall mount, made from high 
quality steel. Our signature X design off ers an elegant solution to show of your 
console.

XBox One S Wall Mount Bracket:

6. Slide your Xbox into the Wall Mount.
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5. Align the Wall Bracket with the holes and 
insert and twist the supplied screws. Now tighten 
the screws until the product is fl ush to the wall.

4. Push the Wall Plugs into the holes

3. Drill holes to the same depth as the supplied 
Wall Plugs.

2. Carefully align and hold the wall bracket 
against the wall in the position you desire and 
use a pencil to mark the screw holes.

1. Remove the product and all fi xings from the 
packaging. 

8
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Never lose your XBox controller again, with the Q-view Xbox controller mount. 
Show of your controller in our easy to use controller mount, and get into the game 
quickly with our secure but easy access solution. 

XBox One & Series Controller Mount:

6. Clip your controllers into the Wall Mount.
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5. Align  the Controller Wall Mount up to the 
holes and insert and twist the supplied screws.  
Now tighten the screws until the product is fl ush 
to the wall.

4. Push the Wall Plugs into the holes

3. Drill holes to the same depth as the supplied 
Wall Plugs.

2. Carefully align and hold the Controller Wall 
Mounts against the wall in the position you 
desire and use a pencil to mark the screw holes.

1. Remove the product and all fi xings from the 
packaging.  

9

This product can be purchased with a bundle of 
any plastic wall mount for the XBox series range

SET UP GUIDE

Keep things tidy, with the Virgin V6 wall mount. Made from high quality steel, 
your Virgin V6 will be held safely out of harms way. Manage your cables, and 
keep things looking clean, by moving your media box onto the wall and tidy those 
cables up by hiding them, and the box if you want, behind your TV.

Virgin V6 Wall Mount:

www.Q-View.co.uk
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6. Slide your Virgin V6 Box into the wall mounted 
bracket.  

5. Align the wall bracket with the holes and insert 
and twist the supplied screws. Now tighten the 
screws until the product is fl ush to the wall.

4. Push the Wall Plugs into the holes.

2. Carefully align and hold the wall bracket 
against the wall in the position you desire and 
use a pencil to mark the screw holes.

1. Remove the product and all fi xings from the 
packaging. 

3. Drill the holes where you’ve marked, to the 
depth of the provided wall plugs.
TIP - Mark the depth needed with a piece of electrical tap on 
the drill bit. 
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This Sky Q bracket is easily set up in just a few minutes. Simply fasten fl ush 
with the included screws, mounting the device on the wall or behind the TV still 
allowing the remote signal to still operate. The sleek and modern design fi ts 
perfectly with your Sky Q box and allows for easy access to all ports and inputs.

Sky Q Wall Bracket for the Latest 2TB model:

www.Q-View.co.uk
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6. Slide both your Sky Q 2TB Box and the Power 
Supply Unit into their respected wall mounted 
brackets.  

5. Align the wall brackets with the holes and 
insert and twist the supplied screws.  Now 
tighten the screws until the product is fl ush to 
the wall.

4. Push the Wall Plugs into the holes

2. One at a time, carefully align and hold the 
wall brackets against the wall in the position you 
desire and use a pencil to mark the screw holes.

1. Remove the product and all fi xings from the 
packaging. 

3. Drill the holes where you’ve marked, to the 
depth of the provided wall plugs.
TIP - Mark the depth needed with a piece of electrical tap on 
the drill bit. 

SET UP GUIDE

Never lose your XBox controller again, with the Q-view XB1C mount. Show of 
your controller in our signature X design of controller mount, and get into the 
game quickly with our secure but easy access solution.

XBox One & Series Controller Metal Wall Bracket:

6. Slide your Xbox  into the wall mounted 
brackets.
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5. Align  the Controller Wall Mount up to the 
holes and insert and twist the supplied screws.  
Now tighten the screws until the product is fl ush 
to the wall.

4. Push the Wall Plugs into the holes

3. Drill holes to the same depth as the supplied 
Wall Plugs.

2. Carefully align and hold the Controller Wall 
Mounts against the wall in the position you 
desire and use a pencil to mark the screw holes.

1. Remove the product and all fi xings from the 
packaging.  

10

This product can be purchased with a bundle of 
any steel wall mount for the XBox range
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Mount your Series S in style, with this quick clip wall mount thats virtually invisible 
when in use. This high quality ABS wall mount holds your XBox Series S out of 
harms way and keeps things cool with the carefully places vents to ensure your 
console has the maximum ventilation possible.

XBox Series X Plastic Wall Mount:

www.Q-View.co.uk
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6. Slide your Xbox  into the wall mounted 
brackets.

5. Align  the wall bracket with the holes and 
insert and twist the supplied screws.  Now 
tighten the screws until the product is fl ush to 
the wall.

4. Push the Wall Plugs into the holes

3. Drill holes to the same depth as the supplied 
Wall Plugs.
TIP - Mark the depth needed with a piece of electrical tap on 
the drill bit. 

2. Carefully align and hold the wall bracket 
against the wall and use a pencil to mark the 
screw holes. If you have a stud wall, please 
check the placement to make sure they coincide.

1. Remove the product and all fi xings from the 
packaging.  

SET UP GUIDE

Fit the Sky Q Sky Q Booster with its sleek and modern design this bracket is the 
ideal solution to allow the secure mounting of the latest Sky Q Router or Booster 
directly to a wall or other surfaces.

Latest Sky Q Booster Wall Bracket:

www.Q-View.co.uk
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6. Slot the Sky Q booster in from the top, and 
once set in place, plug and wire the booster in.

5. Put the wall screws in the wall plugs and 
twist with a screwdriver until they’re fi rmly in the 
wall, leaving enough room to slide the bracket 
on through the keyholes, and then tighten the 
screws until snug. 

4. Push the wall plugs into the holes until they’re 
fl ush with the wall. 

3. Drill the holes where you’ve marked, to the 
depth of the provided wall plugs.
TIP - Mark the depth needed with a piece of electrical tap on 
the drill bit. 

2. Aligning the bracket to the wall where you 
want it, use a pencil to mark the screw holes 
position. 

1. Remove the product and all fi xings for the 
packaging. You’ll have the bracket, 2X wall 
screws and the wall plugs too.
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The Q-view Sky Q wall mount is a perfect fi t and an excellent solution to hide the 
mini Sky Q Box behind the TV or even compliment your setup by fi xing below 
the TV and cable managing those unsightly wires behind your TV. Our sleek and 
modern design complements the Sky Q mini Box, keeping your device safe, tidy, 
and organized

Sky Q Mini Wall mount bracket:

www.Q-View.co.uk
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6. Slot the Sky Q Mini from the top into the 
bracket unitl its resting on the bottom ledge.
This Bracket can also be mounted orentated to the left or 
right. Make sure the Sky Q box is fully in before letting go.

5. Align the brackets screw holes with the wall 
plugs and insert and twist the provided screws 
in, ensuring the bracket is held fi rmly againced 
the wall.

4. Push the Wall plugs into the holes until fl ush 
with the wall.

3. Drill holes to the same depth as the supplied 
Wall Plugs.
TIP - Mark the depth needed with a piece of electrical tap on 
the drill bit.

2. Carefully align and hold the wall bracket 
against the wall in the position you desire and 
use a pencil to mark the screw holes.

1. Remove the product and all fi xings from the 
packaging.  

SET UP GUIDE

This multifunctional PS5 stand is not just an ordinary docking station. Besides 
features like a storage unit to keep all your gaming equipment in one place, 
it also works as a charger for your wireless controllers with a cooling fan. Its 
precision-designed slots fi t the console and controllers well to keep them safe 
and secure.

Playstation 5 Docking Station:

6. Power on your PS5 and enjoy using the 
cooling station.
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5. Insert the USB C lead into both the PS5 front 
type C and cooling station Power in, marked 
“Input”.

4. Insert the Dual Sense controllers into the 
charging slots.

3. Insert your playstation into the charging slots.

2. Insert the USB C Converters into the Dual 
Sense Controllers.

1. Remove all parts from packaging. These parts 
are the main cooling docking station, 2 X USB-C 
converters and a USB-C to USB-C lead, and a 
PS5 variant conversion plate.

12
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The ultimate in sleek, play safe and secure shelving solutions, courtesy of our 
talented technicians here at Q-View HQ allows you to Universally mount both 
Disc and Digital versions for unlimited versitility, whatever your set-up!

PS5 Wall-Mount Clip Bracket

6. Clip your console into the Wall Mount, making 
sure its secure with the included security screw.

www.Q-View.co.uk

5. Align the Wall Mount up to the holes and 
insert and twist the supplied screws.  Now 
tighten the screws until the product is fl ush to 
the wall.

4. Push the Wall Plugs into the holes

3. Drill holes to the same depth as the supplied 
Wall Plugs.

2. Carefully align and hold the Wall Mount 
against the wall in the position you desire and 
use a pencil to mark the screw holes.

1. Remove the product and all fi xings from the 
packaging.  
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Our low-profi le mount for your Sky Q booster keeps your booster safe and out 
of the way and helps to prevent overheating. This mount supports your device 
safely in 3 orientations so fi nding a home for your booster/router will be simple.

Sky Q Box Wall Bracket for the 1TB and Earlier 2TB Models:

www.Q-View.co.uk
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6. Slot the Sky Q box from the top into the 
bracket unitl its resting on the bottom ledge.
This Bracket can also be mounted orentated to the left or 
right. Make sure the Sky Q box is fully in before letting go.

5. Align the brackets screw holes with the wall 
plugs and insert and twist the provided screws 
in, ensuring the bracket is held fi rmly againced 
the wall.

4. Push the Wall plugs into the holes until fl ush 
with the wall.

3. Drill holes to the same depth as the supplied 
Wall Plugs.
TIP - Mark the depth needed with a piece of electrical tap on 
the drill bit.

2. Carefully align and hold the wall bracket 
against the wall in the position you desire and 
use a pencil to mark the screw holes.

1. Remove the product and all fi xings from the 
packaging.  
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Wall Mount Your Sky Q 1TB & Earlier 2TB Box! This Mount places your Sky 
Q 1TB & Earlier 2TB Box elegantly on the wall away from possible accidental 
damages in any Orientation. Our smart design allows the Sky Q Box to be 
mounted in any direction you desire with countersunk holes for fl ush installation.

Sky Q Box Wall Mount Clip for the 1TB and earlier 2TB model:

www.Q-View.co.uk
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6. Push your Sky Q box from the front into the 
clip until an audible click is heard. The Sky Q 
may drop slightly into a resting position. 

5. Align the brackets screw holes with the wall 
plugs and insert and twist the provided screws 
in, ensuring the bracket is held fi rmly againced 
the wall. 

4. Push the Wall plugs into the holes until fl ush 
with the wall.

3. Drill holes to the same depth as the supplied 
Wall Plugs.
TIP - Mark the depth needed with a piece of electrical tap on 
the drill bit. 

2. Carefully align and hold the clip against the 
wall in the position you desire and use a pencil 
to mark the screw holes.

1. Remove the product and all fi xings from the 
packaging.  
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Display your PS5 controller with this quick clip wall mount. Show off  your 
controller in style and never lose it again. Our high-quality, easy-to-install wall 
mount solution will get you back in the game quickly.

Dualsense 5 controller clip:

6. Clip your controllers into the Wall Mount.
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5. Align  the Controller Wall Mount up to the 
holes and insert and twist the supplied screws.  
Now tighten the screws until the product is fl ush 
to the wall.

4. Push the Wall Plugs into the holes

3. Drill holes to the same depth as the supplied 
Wall Plugs.

2. Carefully align and hold the Controller Wall 
Mounts against the wall in the position you 
desire and use a pencil to mark the screw holes.

1. Remove the product and all fi xings from the 
packaging

14

This product can be purchased seperatly, or included 
in the PS5 Clips console and controller bundle.
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Display your PS5 and controllers in this all-in-one wall mount solution. Adjustable 
for either the PS5 digital or disk versions, securely fi x your console on the wall. 
With its easy cable management system, keep everything tidy and out of the way, 
so you can focus on the game! 

Playstation 5 4-in-1 Wall Mount:

6. Place and Hold your PS5 on the wall mounted 
bracket. For Digital edition push the plate towards the wall 

and insert and tighten the fi xing screw. For Disk Edition slide 
the plate away from the wall and insert and tighten the fi xing 
screw. www.Q-View.co.uk

5. Align  the wall bracket with the holes and 
insert and twist the supplied screws. Now tighten 
the screws until the product is fl ush to the wall.

4. Push the Wall Plugs into the holes

3. Drill holes to the same depth as the supplied 
Wall Plugs.
TIP - Mark the depth needed with a piece of electrical tap on 
the drill bit.

2. Carefully align and hold the wall bracket 
against the wall in the position you desire and 
use a pencil to mark the screw holes.

1. Remove the product and all fi xings from the 
packaging. 
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The Sky Q Mini Wall mountable clip off ers a secure, almost invisible mounting 
solution for your Sky Q mini box. This Mount has been carefully designed to give 
you the easiest 4 orientation wall mounting option possible, whilst not restricting 
any signal or airfl ow to the box. 

Sky Q mini Wall mountable Clip:

www.Q-View.co.uk
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6. Push the Sky Q mini from the front into the 
clip until an audible click is heard. The Sky Q 
mini may drop slightly into a resting position. 

5. Align the brackets screw holes with the wall 
plugs and insert and twist the provided screws 
in, ensuring the bracket is held fi rmly againced 
the wall. 

4. Push the Wall plugs into the holes until fl ush 
with the wall.

3. Drill holes to the same depth as the supplied 
Wall Plugs.
TIP - Mark the depth needed with a piece of electrical tap on 
the drill bit. 

2. Carefully align and hold the clip against the 
wall in the position you desire and use a pencil 
to mark the screw holes.

1. Remove the product and all fi xings from the 
packaging.  
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Our Echo mount is designed by experts to ensure a stylish look to your home or 
offi  ce with no eff ect to sound quality. With included cable management, get the 
most out of this sleek bracket and keep your smart speaker safe from damage 
and at ear level for the best listening experience. 

Echo 3rd Gen & Echo Plus Wall mount:

www.Q-View.co.uk
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6. Slide your Echo into the bracket from the 
top, and then plug the echo in from the back. 
Wind the cable around the tabs for easy cable 
management.

5. Finish tightening the screws until snug. While 
tightening the screws, squeeze the bracket 
slightly to make a tighter fi tment around the 
Echo.

4. Push the Wall Plugs into the holes then align 
the wall bracket with the holes and insert and 
twist the supplied screws until loosely against 
the bracket. 

3. Drill holes to the same depth as the supplied 
Wall Plugs.
TIP - Mark the depth needed with a piece of electrical tap on 
the drill bit. 

2. Carefully align and hold the wall bracket 
against the wall in the position you desire and 
use a pencil to mark the screw holes.

1. Remove the product and all fi xings from the 
packaging.  

www.Q-View.co.uk
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RECHARGE
WITH MAGNETIC

 CHARGING CABLES
INCLUDED IN SELECTED PS5 BUNDLES

The Q-View & NV 
PS5 Wall-mount 
range has been 

specially designed 
to be used in 

combenation with 
thse magnetic 

charging cables with 
cut-outs and cable 

managment options. 



Playstation 5 Faceplates:

1. Remove the existing 
plate by pulling it down and 
away, starting at the top left 
corner

2. Attach the new top cover 
by sliding it on 
from right to left.  You’ll hear 
a click when the 
cover is secured.

3. To fi t the back cover fl ip 
the console over and 
repeat steps 1 and 2.

SET UP GUIDE

Mount your Home speaker 500 away from accidental damage. Our sleek and 
stylish wall mount has been specially designed to make your speaker sound 
great, with its non-restrictive hold on the device, wifi  signals, and sound-waves 
coming to and from your speaker aren’t restricted. The bracket holds your 
speaker in a way that prevents vibrations and allows for spatial sound.

Bose Home Speaker 500 Wall mount bracket:

6. Slot the Bose speaker in from the top, and 
once set in place, plug the speaker in before 
taking up the cables slack around the tabs of the 
bracket.
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5. Put the wall screws in the wall plugs and 
twist with a screwdriver until they’re fi rmly in the 
wall, leaving enough room to slide the bracket 
on through the keyholes, and then tighten the 
screws until snug. 

4. Push the wall plugs into the holes until they’re 
fl ush with the wall. 

3. Drill the holes where you’ve marked, to the 
depth of the provided wall plugs.
TIP - Mark the depth needed with a piece of electrical tap on 
the drill bit. 

2. Aligning the bracket to the wall where you 
want it, use a pencil to mark the screw holes 
position. 

1. Remove the product and all fi xings for the 
packaging. You’ll have the bracket, 2X wall 
screws and the wall plugs too.
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SET UP GUIDE

Wall mount your Sonos arc with our high-quality steel mounting bracket. This wall 
mount ensures that the sound waves from your sound bar will be uninhibited, to 
give you the best sound quality possible. Our bracket is carefully designed and 
tested to fi x your Arc securely to the wall out of danger of accidental damage. 

Sonos Arc Sound Bar Wall Mount:

www.Q-View.co.uk
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6. Slide your Arc, and the now attached nuts 
over and onto the notched section. Once set in 
place, reach behind the bracket to hand tighten 
the knurled nuts. 

5. Use the included knurled  nuts in the threaded 
holes on the Arc until they’re relatively snug.

4. Push the Wall Plugs into the holes then 
align the wall bracket with the holes and insert 
and twist the supplied screws. Now tighten the 
screws until the product is fl ush to the wall.

3. Drill holes to the same depth as the supplied 
Wall Plugs.
TIP - Mark the depth needed with a piece of electrical tap on 
the drill bit. 

2. Carefully align and hold the wall bracket 
against the wall in the position you desire and 
use a pencil to mark the screw holes.

1. Remove the product and all fi xings from the 
packaging.  

Choose your design and give your PS5 the look that it deserves with our high quality 
replacement faceplates. Unlike vinyl Stickers, our replacement ABS plates off er a quick 
and easy solution that increases airfl ow for optimal head displacement. Be the eNVy of 

your friends. 
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